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The Confirm Task Processor is an individual component within the Confirm release package and is installed as a Windows service through its installer. It supports processing of the Agents that are available within the 'Scheduled Tasks' screen.

In this section
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Referential Integrity Agent

This Agent synchronizes changes made to entity records in the Confirm database with their corresponding map layer record. This ensures that entities can be accurately tracked on the Map.

The following entities are supported:

• Defects
• Enquiries
• Features
• Jobs
• Street Works (only EToN 4 and above records are updated on the map)

In addition the Agent also drives the GPS Tracking functionality.

Operation

When a Confirm entity of a type configured for Referential Integrity is added, amended or deleted within Confirm, it is flagged for processing by the Referential Integrity Agent. This is done by means of a record being inserted in the entity_modify table in the database.

When the Referential Integrity Agent is run, it examines the contents of the entity_modify table, and processes each as follows:

• If no map layer record exists, and the Confirm entity has coordinates, a map layer record is created using the coordinates of the Confirm entity. The attributes of the new map layer record are set to those of the Confirm entity.
• If a map layer record already exists, its coordinates and attributes are updated to match those of the Confirm entity.
• When a Feature is deleted or a Street Works is cancelled then the record on the map layer is deleted.
• When a Feature changes Feature Group, if the corresponding map layer is now different the Feature is deleted from the previous map layer and inserted onto the new map layer.

Once a record in the entity_modify table has been processed successfully it is deleted.

Once 1000 records have been successfully processed for a particular Confirm entity type then the Referential Integrity Agent will move onto the next entity type so it does not delay processing of other entities if there is a large backlog for one particular type.

Note: When processing Features, the geometry stored against the Feature is used in preference to coordinate data stored in Confirm, if the “Use Confirm Database Map Layer” option is selected on the Feature Group. If no geometry is present, and the corresponding feature on the map layer already exists, then the centroid coordinate will be used to update the location of the current map feature, if it is a point. Line and polygon map features would be left as they are in the case of no geometry being present on the Feature in Confirm.

Configuration

How to configure Referential Integrity

1. Ensure that both Map (0425) and Referential Integrity (0440) modules are enabled.
2. Create a layer with the correct fields according to the specification
3. A file-based layer should be in a location that is visible both to the Task Processor server and the Confirm Client.
4. Use the Map Workspace Manager to register the layer.
5. For Defects, Jobs, Enquiries and Street Works, open the **Map Settings screen** and specify the registered map layer.  
   **Note:** With the exception of GPS Logging, layers are not created automatically. Blank entity layers can be supplied upon request.
6. For Features, the user can set different map layers for each of their Feature groups. Open the **Feature Group screen** and find the appropriate Feature Group. Specify the registered map layer in the Map Layer field on the Additional tab.
7. On the Scheduled Tasks screen, add the Referential Integrity task and set the correct schedule and a Supervisor email address.
8. Ensure the Task Processor is running.
9. Once the Task Processor is running, only Confirm Entities that are subsequently updated will be reflected on the corresponding Map layer. As such existing data will not be automatically shown on the map. In order to populate this data onto the Map Layers, SQL will be required and can be supplied upon request.

**Street Works and Layer Colours**

The Referential Integrity process will colour items on the layer according to the Promoters **Organisation** via the **Additional Tab**.

Whilst it is possible to change these colours, only Notices which have updates will be re-coloured by the Referential Integrity Agent.

**Map Layer Specification**

The Referential Integrity Agent will update the following columns depending on the Confirm entity being processed.

Referential Integrity will not automatically create the map layer unless stated in the section below.

**Street Works Referential Integrity Map Layer**

The layer must contain these primary columns:

- Work_Number (Char(12))

The layer may also contain the following optional columns. These attributes of the map layer record will be updated if present.

- Organisation (Char(100))
- Description (Char(254))
- Start_Date (Date/Time)
- End_Date (Date/Time)
- Organisation_Code (Char(8))
- Works_Reference (Char(20))

**Defect Referential Integrity Map Layer**

The layer must contain this primary column:

- Defect_Number, defect_no (Decimal(8))
The layer may also contain the following optional columns. These attributes of the map layer record will be updated if present.

- Defect_Type, def_type (Char(4))
- Description, descript (Char(254))
- Location (Char(254))
- Defect_Date, def_date (Date/Time)
- Defect_Status, def_status (Char(1))

**Feature Referential Integrity Map Layer**

The layer must contain one of these primary columns:

- Central_Asset_Id (Char(20))
- Asset_Id * (Char(15))

The layer may also contain the following optional columns. These attributes of the map layer record will be updated if present. Confirm columns can relate to different map column names depending on the flavour of Confirm being used and the layer’s mapping technology. Below are the map column names that Referential Integrity can update:

- Site_Code (Char(10))
- Site_Name, Street_Name, Road_Name, Building_Name (Char(40))
- Plot_Number, Plot_No, Asset_Number, Sequence_Number, Feature_Number, Section_Number (Decimal(10,2))
- Feature_Id, Asset_Id *, Tag_Number, Road_Number, Label (Char(15))
- Feature_Type (Char(4)) (populated with the Feature Type Code)
- Feature_Type_Name, Type, Species, Carriageway_Type (Char(30))
- Feature_Group_Code, Feature_Gp (Char(4))
- Feature_Location, Location, Tree_Location, Feature_Location, Section_Location (Char(254))
- Primary_Measure, Prim_Meas (Decimal(10,2))
- Unit_Of_Measure, unit (Char(15))
- Layer (Char(50))
- Start_Date (Date/Time)
- End_Date (Date/Time)
- Centroid_Easting (Decimal(10,2))
- Centroid_Northing (Decimal(10,2))
- Extent_Easting_1 (Decimal(10,2))
- Extent_Northing_1 (Decimal(10,2))
- Extent_Easting_2 (Decimal(10,2))
- Extent_Northing_2 (Decimal(10,2))

* Asset_Id is only populated with the Feature_Id column from Confirm if Central_Asset_Id is being used as the primary column. Otherwise Asset_Id will contain the Central_Asset_Id.

**Enquiry Referential Integrity Map Layer**

The layer must contain this primary column:

- Enquiry_Number, enq_no (Decimal(8,0))

For full functionality the layer must also contain the following columns:

- Service (Char(4))
- Subject (Char(4))
- Description, descript (Char(254))
- Location (Char(254))
• Logged_Date, log_date (Date/Time)
• Enquiry_Status, enq_status (Char(4))
• Site_Code (Char(10))

Job Referential Integrity Map Layer
The layer must contain this primary column:
• Job_Number (Decimal(8,0))

The layer may also contain the following optional columns. These attributes of the map layer record will be updated if present.
• Location (Character(250))
• Notes (Character(250))
• Job_Status (Char(4))
• Site_Code (Char(10))
• Plot_Number, plot_no (Decimal(10,2))

GPS Logging Referential Integrity Map Layer
Referential Integrity will automatically create this layer.

The layer will be populated with the Action Officer's current GPS location information when updates are received via the Confirm Connector.

The layer must contain this primary column:
• Officer_Code (Char(4))

The layer will also contain the following columns:
• Officer_Name (Char(30))
• Work_Group (Char(4))
• Officer_Telephone (Char(20))
• Location_Key (Decimal(9,0))
• Location_Date_Time (Char(30))